Email clarifications @ summary:

From: Anjana Mohan [mailto:shortindiangirl@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2015 9:14 PM
To: NISHA RAJAGOPALAN <nisha_r@hotmail.com>
Cc: Maya Aralimatti <maya.aralimatti@gmail.com>; Lily Paul <lilypaul@gmail.com>; Gaurav <gaurav@hippocampus.in>
Subject: Re: Funding Proposal for 2015-16

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:

1) it seems the cost for establishing the centers is 1,27000 now compared to 60000 last year. It does explain that registration 25000 and rent deposit 16000. There is still a 16000 difference, why is that?
 
They told me about this during the conversation I had with them in May / June. Modi's government has placed new regulations and increased the price of school registrations by a huge amount. In part this seems to be the response to the various sexual assault cases that have been reported in schools. They are making it much harder to register schools to eliminate people with mal-intent, but also to offset the supposed increased costs of vigilance and general enforcement. Basically this is a huge Government fee jump.

2) it says scholarship is based on family income etc, but what if there are more students than the 10% who need it, is there some provision for them.
 
Yes, the 10% is basically just an estimate. The way it works for them is that they take in as many kids who are willing to pay. If they fill the seats with those who are able to pay, then that's it. Parents who don't think they can pay will not even apply. Bottomline is that HLC will not look for kids who cannot pay unless there are empty seats. If there are empty seats, then they will get the word out in the community to try to fill the seats. Thus the school primarily caters to the kids who CAN pay. The lowest of the low - the kids in very undeprivileged villages who cannot even pay this much end up missing the filter and will be unlikely to avail of the resource and will end up going to public school when they are old enough. Thus, this pre-primary education is somewhat of a premium service. But they find that there are enough kids in most villages who can pay. To answer your question, the likelihood that they will blow past their 10% estimate is low, but if that happens, we'll cross that bridge when we get there.

3) how is the success of the centers being measured? 
 
They have various metrics that they are looking at, which I had uploaded onto the Project Site for 2012. Below is the info from Gaurav:

Operations
 
· All key outcomes at HLC are monitored through CRM based technology: village and space finalization; teacher selection process; child enrollment and fee collections; teacher training, child learning, centre performance
 
Centre Performance
 
· Performance of the teacher and center rating is monitored on a monthly basis on diverse set of parameters such as quality of teaching in class, learning outcomes, maintenance of space, relationship with parents and the community etc.  
 
Child Assessment
 
· Our child assessments at HLC are conducted through an integrated CRM based technology platform, which allows quick follow up and constant improvement.
· The monthly assessments are carried out for all the children. Teachers use these assessments to identify learners at different learning levels and provide inputs and support accordingly.
· In addition, once a year we conduct a surprise assessment test across our centres and compare results of the test with the monthly student assessments.
· HLC has designed trackers, to help the teacher enter assessment grades/marks (which in turn are converted to grades, based on a scale), analyze the performance of the students and take immediate action.
 


